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ABSTRACT
Urban villages comprise mainly low-rise and congested, often informal settlements surrounded by new constructions and
high-rise buildings whereby structures can be very different between neighboring areas. Monitoring urban villages and
analyzing their characteristics are crucial for urban development and sustainability research. In this study, we carried out
a combined analysis of multispectral GaoFen-1 (GF-1) and high resolution TerraSAR-X radar (TSX) imagery to extract
the urban village information. GF-1 and TSX data are combined with the Gramshmidt spectral sharpening method so as
to provide new input data for urban village classification. The Grey-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) approach was
also applied to four directions to provide another four types (all, 0°, 90°, 45°directions) of TSX-based inputs for
urban village detection. We analyzed the urban village mapping performance using the Random Forest approach. The
results demonstrate that the best overall accuracy and the best producer accuracy of urban villages reached with the
GLCM 90°dataset (82.33%, 68.54% respectively). Adding single polarization TSX data as input information to the
optical image GF-1 provided an average product accuracy improvement of around 7% in formal built-up area
classification. The SAR and optical fusion imagery also provided an effective means to eliminate some layover, shadow
effects, and dominant scattering at building locations and green spaces, improving the producer accuracy by 7% in urban
area classification. To sum up, the added value of SAR information is demonstrated by the enhanced results achievable
over built-up areas, including formal and informal settlements.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Informal settlements are a world-wide phenomenon, and the monitoring and modeling of informal settlements is crucial
for the understanding of slum genesis and development in general. Many previous studies that applied the VHR optical
data have been conducted to detect and analyze informal settlements, (e.g.Graesser et al. 2012; Esch et al. 2012;
Netzband and Rahman 2009; Hofmann et al. 2008), but not many have used SAR data to discuss the urban environment
issue when compared with the optical data ( Gamba, Aldrighi, and Stasolla 2010; Stasolla and Gamba 2008). For the
Chinese version of the informal settlement phenomenon of urban villages, there is still no definitive spatial description or
a general systematical definition on such locations based on optical and SAR data.
SAR systems are highly attractive due to their independence of daytime and weather. Radar data has undoubtedly led to
a new era for acquiring geographical coverage information (Brunner, Lemoine, and Bruzzone 2010; Soergel et al. 2006).
Especially since the launch of TerraSAR-X, the new satellite configuration of TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X provide
single-pass 3D mapping of the earth with unprecedented geometric resolution, allowing for improved detection and
extraction of building positions and shapes (Gernhardt et al. 2010, Baghdadi et al., 2009; Breidenbach et al.,2010; Burini
et al., 2008; Mro′z and Mleczko, 2008). Nevertheless, high resolution TerraSAR-X imagery has thus far barely been
employed for dense informal settlements areas, such as urban village analysis (Taubenböck and Kraff 2013, Reigber et
al. 2007). An improvement of classification accuracy has been achieved for both multispectral optical data and radar
imagery (Mahmoud et al. 2011). The integration of SAR images with optical imageries has improved the classification
of build-up areas by enhancing certain features, improving geometric correction, and so on ( Amarsaikhan et al. 2007;
Blaes, Vanhalle, and Defourny 2005). Many previous studies indicated that the fusion of SAR and optical imagery can
effectively take into consideration the impact of the phenomena layover, shadow, and dominant scattering at building
location ( Blaes, Vanhalle, and Defourny 2005; Stilla, Soergel, and Thoennessen 2003). Especially when the SAR
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images are corrupted by speckle, noise effect, and the lack of bands, combining optical imageries with SAR data may be
efficiently used for an improved building structure information extraction.
The overall objective of this research is to develop an innovative framework for combined analysis of multi-spectral
image GaoFen-1(GF) and single-polarization TSX imagery in urban village monitoring. We want to test and compare the
performance of different inputs (including optical image GF-1, the fusion images of GF-1 and TSX, and texture features
of TSX) in classifying urban villages, in order to maximize the classification accuracy from the integration of GF-1 and
SAR images.

2. STUDY AREA AND DATA COLLECTION
Shenzhen is one of the most densely populated, most populous, rapidly commercialized and urbanized economic regions
in China, with a population of 12 to 15 million people. There is a unique urban growth phenomenon called ‘urban
village’ that has appeared in this area. Urban villages are the by-products of the rapid urbanization in Shenzhen, where
the city develops around what once were isolated farming and fishing villages. They are surrounded by skyscrapers,
transportation infrastructures, and other modern urban constructions, and there are around 6 million residents living in
such informal settlements. The test area in this study mainly covers the Baoan district, over a subset area of nearly 480
km2, in the South-West of the city of Shenzhen.
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Figure 1. Study area and dataset cover area overview
Gaofen-1 (Gao Fen = high resolution) is the first of a series of high-resolution optical Earth observation satellites of the
CNSA (China National Space Administration), Beijing, China. This satellite aims to provide Near-Real-Time (NRT)
observations for geographical mapping of the environment. In our study, one GF-1 PMS image (8×8 meter resolution),
which was acquired on the 25th of December 2013, was chosen as the optical image to do the urban village classification.
The four CCD reflective bands of GF-1 range from 0.45μm to 0.89μm. For SAR data, one TSX map (SM mode, HH
polarization, orbit cycle 189, and 3×3 meter spatial resolution) was acquired on the 24th of February 2013.

3. METHODOLOGY
3. 1 Work flow and Preprocessing
Due to the speckle noise effect and the lack of full bands information, the interpretation of single-polarization SAR
images with optical images is still an interesting but difficult topic. We thus proposed a hybrid multi-process GF-1&TSX
cooperation model to integrate high resolution optical images and single-polarization SAR information. Figure 2
summarizes the overall analysis procedure, which was a progressive process comprised of four main stages. Initially, all
the pre-processed steps were needed for optical data and TSX data. Then, in order to ascertain whether the TSX
information is important to improving the analysis, the optical and SAR image fusion analysis, and TSX-based texture
features analysis were implemented separately for further classification. Last but not least, the Random Forest approach
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was adopted to carry out the urban village classification, compare its accuracy, and assess the potential benefits and
tradeoffs.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of urban village classification
Pre-processed of TSX was carried out using ESA-NEST software. The TSX image was firstly geocoded to WGS84UTM 49N. The image was subsequently radiometric calibrated to Sigma Nought (σ°), which represents the radar
reflectivity per unit area in the ground range by using elevation data from a SRTM DEM. The speckle filtering approach
Lee was used to reduce the speckle noise in the original SAR image. Finally, the intensity band was translated to the
visual band to conduct the further analysis. For the pre-processing of GF-1, all the bands required radiometric
calibration, whereby the original digital numbers (DN) of the images were converted to exo-atmospheric reflectance.
Radiometric calibration and atmospheric correction of GF-1 image were carried out based on the HJ-1A/1B tools V3.0
and FLAASH Atmospheric Correction Model in ENVI.
3.2 Image fusion
The characteristics of data acquired by optical and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensors greatly differ. Multispectral
satellites provide information from the visible to the thermal infrared. SAR sensors provide measurements in amplitude
and phase related to the interaction of the Earth’s surface with microwaves. SAR sensors thus provide information that
may not be obtained from optical sensors (Kim et al. 2011). In order to improve results in the classification process
compared to the conventional multi-spectral image, we used image fusion to generate a new image by integrating
different spatial and spectral characteristics of the images. Image fusion is wildly used to provide detailed input to the
image classification. In many prior studies, the Gramshmidt spectral sharpening method performed better than other
methods, such as the Principle Component Spectral Sharpening (GF), the Least Square Fusion, and so on (Ozdarici Ok
and Akyurek 2012; Pohl and Genderen 1998). In this study, the performance of GS was presented based on the
multispectral GF-1 image and the TSX HH band image. Two source images were georeferenced to a standard map
projection. We used ENVI to performan GS by simulating the GF-1 multi-spectral band from the lower spatial spectral
bands, and swapping the high spatial resolution band with the first GS band.
3.3 Textural analysis
More recently, texture measures such as the co-occurrence measures according to Haralick (1973) have already shown
their potential for extracting information on urban environments and enhancing classification performance using SAR
data (Espinoza Molina, Gleich, and Datcu 2012; Mather and Tso 2009; Haralick, Shanmugam, and Dinstein 1973). In
our study, one of the most prevalent techniques, the Grey-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM), was used to derive
textural characteristics. These features were imported as new layers and implemented as new data for the Random Forest
prior classifier training. The texture features that we computed are: GLCM mean, GLCM standard deviation, GLCM
homogeneity, GLCM correlation, GLCM contrast, GLCM ang. 2nd moment, GLCM dissimilarity, GLCM entropy.
3.3 Classification
The popular supervised classification algorithm ‘Random Forest’ was applied to the different groups of multi-source and
multi-spectral satellite datasets mentioned above in order to produce an urban village map. Random Forest (RF) is a
ensemble learning classifier that consists of a number of trees to produce a classification output on the basis of the
majority voting principle (Sonobe et al. 2014). In this study, the imageRF tool in the EnMAP-Box software was used to
implement the Random Forest classification (Waske et al. 2012). Four types of land use and land cover information were
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taken into consideration: urban areas, urban villages, vegetation, and water. We estimated categorical or continuous
variables for different groups of images by setting up 500 self-learning decision tress to parameterize the model (Ma et
al. 2012). In order to ensure the reliability of the results, we divided our data into a training and a validation data set.
Around 3000 Training samples and 3000 validation samples for each land use type were extracted using stratified
equalized random sampling.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Urban village extraction maps based on multi-resource data are listed in Figure 2. As Table 1 shows, RF performed best
in the GLCM 90°dataset, with an overall accuracy of 82.33%, and a Kappa accuracy of 0.76. The performance of the
textural feature groups GLCM all, 0, 45 were quite similar, with their overall accuracies ranging from 80.87-80.86%,
followed by the GF-1+TSX image fusion dataset, with an overall accuracy of 79.98%. The GF-1 image performed worst
in urban village classification with an overall accuracy of 79.1% and a Kappa of 0.72.
Table 2 demonstrates the producer accuracies of the four classes. The analysis of results achieved by TSX texture
features showed that urban village maps produced through GLCM 90°granted an accuracy increment of 5.8% in
producer accuracy with the Radom Forest algorithm (Figure 2d) compared with the base image scenario using only GF-1
as input. An average increase of 5% in producer accuracy was observed in all types of GLCM datasets. The same
occurred in the classification of urban areas mainly comprising the formal settlement areas. Compared with the urban
village map produced by using only GF-1, adding the TSX information granted an absolute accuracy increment of 7%
(GF-1+TSX) to 15% (GLCM) in producer accuracy. Looking at the class error highlighted in the graphs of Figure 2, we
observed that in the northwestern part of Shenzhen, GF-1 data and the image fusion data show an obvious overestimation
in urban village classification. These areas are the newly developing areas under urban expansion. Most of them are
industrial buildings with a homogeneous distribution and low height. Therefore, it is not easy to distinguish the urban
villages and the industrial zones based on spectral bands information. By contrast, in the southeastern part of Shenzhen,
the dataset of all GLCM features (Figure e to Figure f) show an overestimation in the urban village classification based
on TSX data. These areas are the city center of Shenzhen, where most of the skyscrapers are located. Even if some urban
villages still exist in the city center, the textural features of the TSX cannot distinguish the urban villages and other types
of informal settlement areas that are unregularly distributed and dispersed due to the influence of the continuous
alteration of layover and the shadow areas coming from tall building. In general, the TSX textural features group GLCM
90°, GLCM 0°,GLCM 45°,GLCM all performed better than GF-1 and GF-1+TSX groups in classifying the large
areas of informal settlements. Their classification results are more clustered and the results derived from the GF-1 image
(Figure 2a) and GF+TSX image (Figure 2b) correspond well with the spatial distribution of urban villages. Both the TSX
texture information and the GF-1+TSX fusion image obviously enhance the producer accuracy of formal settlements
compared with GF-1 data.
The optical image and TSX image both have advantages and disadvantages in classifying other variety classes. In terms
of vegetation classification, because of the noise influence in the TSX data, adding textural features to the classification
input strongly diminished the classification error for trees and grass classification, as can be seen in the northwestern
parts of Figure 2c to Figure 2f. These types of vegetation areas are mainly located in the streets or other densely built-up
areas. Their classifications are easily influenced by the shadow of tall buildings or the mixed-pixel problem.
Nevertheless, the classification results from the GLCM dataset also show more noise points or errors in the vegetation
areas when compared with the GF-1 image and the GF+TSX image, causing a slight decrement (around 1% to 3%) of
producer accuracy in vegetation class classification compared with optical image and GF+TSX image. In terms of water
classification, compared with the image fusion group, some uncompleted classification also occurs in the GF-1 images
(Figure 2a), as well as errors in the GLCM feature groups (Figure 2c-Figure 2f), which indicates that the combination of
the optical image and SAR data can deal with the mixed-pixel problems that exist in the optical image to some extent.
We can thus come to the conclusion that the classes which showed sensible discrimination issues using only optical
features belong to the vegetation class and water class, especially when using only the optical image as input. The image
classification from the image fusion dataset input contributed to decreasing the errors for the build-up class and
vegetation class compared with the optical image. The noise problem in TSX data also needs to be considered in the
vegetation classification.
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Figure. 2. Urban villages extraction map derived through Random Forest algorithm using different input features: (a)
GF-1 image, (b) GF+TSX, (c) GLCM 0°, (d) GLCM 90°,(d) GLCM 45°,(d) GLCM all
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Table 1. Overall accuracy of urban village maps
GF-1

GF-1+TSX

GLCM All

GLCM 90°

GLCM 45°

GLCM 0°

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Overall accuracy

79.10

79.98

80.96

82.33

80.87

80.97

Kappa

0.72

0.73

0.75

0.76

0.74

0.75

Table 2. Producer accuracy of urban village maps
GF-1

GF-1+TSX

GLCM All

GLCM 90°

GLCM 45°

GLCM 0°

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Urban villages

62.74

61.46

67.96

68.54

67.74

68.18

Urban areas

70.98

77.50

85.10

85.21

85.17

85.10

Vegetation

99.52

99.65

96.96

98.62

96.85

96.82

Water

82.02

80.15

72.52

75.71

72.40

72.48

5. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a framework for urban village extraction through the integration of high resolution optical
image GF-1 data and TSX data. The Random Forest algorithm was applied to three types of multi-resource datasets: GF1 optical image, GF-1+TSX image, and GLCM data from TSX. The comparison of multi-resource urban village
mapping was carried out with the spectral information and textural features. The results demonstrated that the best
overall accuracy was reached with the GLCM texture features using Random Forest. Adding TSX texture features as
input information led to a 2% absolute increment in overall accuracy. The GLCM texture information from the TSX
image performed well in informal settlement mapping, even if some of the informal settlements do not belong to the
urban villages. In addition, TSX data was shown to be advantageous in mapping formal settlement areas and small-scale
vegetation corridors compared with optical images. However, the noise problem in TSX also influences its application in
classifying small-scale built-up areas. The GF-1+TSX image also performed better than the optical image in urban areas
and vegetation areas classification while the classification accuracies of urban village were similar. Overall, adding the
TSX data was significant importance since the texture feature input or fusion image input all enhance the overall
accuracy of urban villages mapping in the city of Shenzhen, China. The informal settlements, most of which represent
urban villages, still exist in many areas of Shenzhen, and hinder the sustainable development of urbanization. The
classification results in our study not only provide new insights for analyzing the heterogeneity of the spatial
characteristic of urban villages, but also validate the advanced capabilities of high resolution GF-1 data and TSX data in
informal settlement mapping.
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